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FACTS
Fund Manager:
Launch Date:
Initial Investment:
Additional Investment:
Net Assets Value per Share:

NAV PERFORMANCE (ONE YEAR ROLLING)
CardinalStone Asset Management
April 2010
N100,000
N50,000
N1.3953

FUND PERFORMANCE
FUND
NSEASI
10Y BOND*
COMPOSITE**

1Q15
-4.73%
-8.40%
3.90%
-2.25%

2Q15
12.14%
5.39%
3.47%
4.43%

3Q15
-8.61%
-6.69%
3.81%
-1.44%

YTD
-2.34%
-9.92%
11.19%
0.63%

*Average yield on 16.39% FGN 2022 Bond pro-rated for period
**Composite benchmark is based on Plan allocation of 50% Equities & 50% Fixed Income

FUNDOBJECTIVE
OBJECTIVE
FUND
The Plan is designed to offer long term capital appreciation to investors with
moderate risk thresholds. The Plan seeks to achieve its objectives by
investing its funds in a balanced mix between equities quoted on the
Nigerian Stock Exchange and fixed income securities. The Plan will also
maintain a minimal holding in alternative investments.
PORTFOLIO MANAGER’S COMMENTARY
The CardinalStone Balanced Investment Plan (“CSBIP”) opened for the
quarter on 1 July 2015 with an Offer price of N1.53 and closed for the
quarter at an Offer price of N1.40; a return of -8.61%.
Equities experienced a decline during the quarter as there was no catalyst to
spur investors’ interest. The delay in the release of the ministerial list and
lack of a clear economic direction exerted downward pressure on the stock
market. Consequently, The Nigerian Stock Exchange All-Share Index (NSE
ASI) lost 6.69% in the quarter, reversing the trend of the previous quarter
where it gained 5.39%.

TOP STOCK HOLDINGS
STOCK

SECTOR

Weight

DIAMOND BANK

FINANCIAL SERVICES

7.51%

WAPCO

INDUSTRIAL GOODS

4.39%

DANGSUGAR

INDUSTRIAL GOODS

1.84%

CADBURY

CONSUMER GOODS

1.72%

STRATEGIC ALLOCATION

EQUITIES
17%

A performance attribution analysis showed that all sectors depreciated
during the quarter. The Consumer goods sector topped the losers chart with
a decline of 10.65% followed by Oil & Gas sector which saw a decline of
9.65%.
In the bond market, yields on sovereign bonds increased across all tenors.
The yields on the 3yr, 7yr, 10yr and 20yr bonds increased by 63bps, 3bps,
21bps and 12bps to close the quarter at 14.98%, 14.91%, 14.98% and
14.98% respectively. Continued tension in the capital market coupled with
uncertainties as to the policy direction of the new administration kept yields
on the high.
The current bearish sentiment will likely persist this quarter as we envisage
weak earnings from many companies in the consumer goods sector given
current exchange rate control measures which have considerably limited the
access to foreign currency, thereby raising input and operating costs
Earnings in the oil and gas sectors are also expected to be weak given the
volatility in crude oil prices and the possibility of further decline. However,
some banks with minimal exposure to public sector accounts will likely
report modestly strong earnings given the expected net positive impact of
the implementation of the Treasury Single Account and reduction of the
Cash Reserve Ratio to 25%.
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For further enquiries please speak to our Investment advisors (Pius on 08090479268 or Tina on 08090415167) or send us a mail at investment@cardinalstone.com

Disclaimer
The purpose of this fact sheet is to provide summary information and does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell shares in the Fund. Any decision to buy and sell shares should be made
after seeking appropriate professional advice. The CardinalStone Partners (CSP) Structured Investment Plans are not registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and as such
are not marketed or sold to the public as this is not legally permitted. Persons in receipt of the information contained herein are required to inform themselves about and observe such
restrictions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of investments and the income from them can fluctuate and are not guaranteed. The views expressed
are as at the date hereof and are subject to change. They do not constitute investment or any advice. This report is produced by CSP Asset Management.

